
Indispensable in Use

CORTEX at Whitman Hospital
“Indispensable, vital.” “Being a turning point or specially important juncture.”1 
Critical access hospitals (CAH) live up to the definition of the term. With an 
emphasis on providing essential services to rural communities, CAHs offer a first 
line of care for those they serve. When she joined Whitman Hospital & Medical 
Clinics (WHMC) in January 2019 as a utilization review nurse, Karri Walde 
brought deep experience as a nurse along with experience in case management. 
Yet she soon realized that within the wearing-many-hats environment common 
to CAHs, many technology tools created more work than they eliminated.  
“I deal with the ‘get the patient in and make sure they are meeting inpatient 
[necessity],’” says Karri. “Do they [the patient] have a severity of illness in 
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with the information they 
need to make informed, 
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determinations.
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their chart that makes them an inpatient?” With the CAH designation dependent on consistent and comprehensive 
compliance, Karri sought a tool that would allow her to approach her work differently and analyze cases directly.

Whitman Hospitals & Medical Clinics is an award-winning critical access hospital serving Colfax, WA and the 
surrounding community. With 25 licensed beds and a required max length of stay of 96 hours, throughput and 
discharge efficiency are crucial to Karri’s role. Her previous tools – traditional screening criteria – did not give her the 
objective view of medical necessity she needed, so when she was introduced to CORTEX by a fellow nurse, she was 
nearly instantly hooked. CORTEX offered her a look at the true clinical merit of each case and gave her the chance 
to “operate at the top of her license” while removing the administrative hurdles that bogged her down.

“My patient census is eight, nine, a lot would be fourteen,” says Karri. “But it’s all me. All the reviews, all the payer 
communication, all the denials management. There is no one to cover for me when I’m gone…it’s great to have that 
[CORTEX] work queue. It helps me prioritize.” CORTEX offers an AI-driven prioritization of cases for review by risk 
and revenue sensitivity. “Look at the actual data [in CORTEX],” suggests Karri. “It’s not a ‘I’m trying to figure out 
which button to make them turn green’ [situation]. It’s literally how the patient is doing...the information is so data-
driven and there is no way to argue with the data.” 

As Karri looks to communicate with payers, CORTEX automates and simplifies the reporting for CMS and 
other plans by aggregating the entire stay for each case to ensure documentation of care is reported, saved, and 
delivered. Real-time alerts – such as for 2 MN patients in the wrong status and patients scheduled for an Inpatient 
Only procedure in Observation – help Karri maximize compliant and secure appropriate revenue for WHMC. With 
CORTEX at her back, Karri supports the financial and compliance stability of WHMC: the hospital’s observation rate 
fell by nearly a third (a six-figure windfall for the organization) while short stays decreased 3.8% in the same period. 

Karri tells other CAH leaders to give CORTEX a try: “I can definitely say you won’t be sorry. XSOLIS is a great 
investment for a hospital…and a great benefit  
for your staff.”

1 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/critical
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XSOLIS changes the way hospitals and health plans approach utilization management 
by using real-time AI that assesses data directly from the electronic medical record 
to give nurses and clinicians a holistic, comprehensive view of each patient. XSOLIS 
analytics and technology form a shared, objective framework for medical necessity for 
payers and providers.

To demo CORTEX for yourself, email insights@xsolis.com and we’ll be in touch!


